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Moo
PPT slide
relating
power and
empower to
LFA vs OM.

Joseph Opio-Odongo
I like MOO's pictorial illustration of the differences between LFA
and OM. Indeed the power vs empower can also be cast as
expertise vs experience or intervention vs explication in delivering
development assistance. I wished it were possible to depict
considerations for and expectations of the roles of other actors in
the development arena.

Rachel Muthoni - Question
Assuming that boundary partners complete the monitoring journals in OM and
submit these to a project leader. Would empowering translate to greater

/faster/ and increased efficiencies in the response? Can anyone refer me to
resources that assess efficiencies in partner response rates in OM vs LF?

Ricardo Wilson-Grau; four essential principle of OM
1. The essence of social change is a process in which
diverse social actors over time do things differently than
they had been doing them before.
2. Outcomes are changes in the behaviour,
relationships, actions or activities, and the policies and
practices of social actors – individuals, groups,
communities, organisations or institutions.
3. Generally, inputs, activities and outputs are controlled
by the development or social change agent, but

outcomes are solely influenced, usually partially,
often indirectly and sometimes unintentionally.
4. A development intervention influences outcomes in
the broad sense of the term: from inspiring and
supporting and facilitating to persuading and pressuring
and even forcing change.
Rick Davies
So our ability to control results is very limited

even at the "activities" level in a logic model (this
being one reason why there is often "implementation
failure").
In a number of LogFrames I have seen in recent years the

Output level is often a complete jumble, mixing in
things that more than one category of actors are
responsible for. In an Indonesia case, this included
what the District Health Office was repsonsible for and
what the assiting UN agency was responsible for. But the
UN agency could not be held responsible for what the
DHO did not deliver as "outputs"
Personally I find the whole
activities>outputs>outcomes>impact chain way of
thinking causes as much confusion as it helps. Much

better to be thinking of supply chains and
networks, in an actor oriented way, e.g via a Social
Framework
Michael O’Brien

If an intervention does not embrace political
change (power shifting) at its core, then it is not
OM
Learning trajectories developed with local partners
without some understanding of the
embedded/underlying values and norms (ie. boundary
partner core values and entrenched political economies)
is not OM.
’I recently came across a reference citing that 70%+
project managers surveyed under a specific bi-lateral
donor did not consider their projects to be political. I
tend to think in such cases that you can integrate all the
OM ideas that you like into logframes, but without the
coherent nesting (as implied by the word 'mapping') of
power shifting within an intervention ("one off" is not
sufficient), it is not OM.

Moo
- logframe : use power
approach to make
something change by
myself
VS OM : use

Pascal Lavoie
I believe that this "dialogue" with the boundary partner is essential

Robert Gustafson
I have found that introducing and repeating

to OM. In OM, the partner is not viewed as a

this philosophical aspect of boundary

mechanism/object of the intervention; he is
properly considered as an agent of change. This process

partners who have their own integrity
and make their own decisions outside
our control has a profound meaning and

empowerment
approach to
encourage people's
behavior change for

places the development actors in a different relation.
When a project intends to make lasting change in
organization/institution, I think OM has an edge over logicframe. In
my work, among other things, we "partner" with local government
associations. I can see the benefit OM would bring as it is an

making something chage
by themselves

approach the appears well be suited to encourage change in

"practice" (instead of focusing on outputs/outcome).

It can be very tempting to pick and choose specific parts of Outcome Mapping you
want to use to compliment the logical framework approach (or any other PM&E
methods), but at what point does it stop being outcome mapping? In other words,
what are the core values of outcome mapping that we cannot let go of when we
try to integrate outcome mapping and logical framework approach?
Terry Smutylo; three core values of OM
a) Change does not stop with the achievement of intended outcomes. Ethical or sustainable
development interventions empower those who will live with the outcomes to assess and respond to
needs and conditions that will continue to emerge. Built-in learning and the power to use it are integral to
sustainable development, to empowering people to safeguard their own well-being and the well-being of
future generations.
b) Multiple perspectives are inevitable and valid even if contradictory . Sustainable relationships
manage the differences and conflicts that exist or emerge.
c) Any intervention is partial relative to the wider systems in which it operates. The subsystem in which an intervention attempts to exert influence is always, to some extent, defined arbitrarily.
Spheres of influence are naturally limited by resources, timing, credibility, knowledge, mandate,
geography, etc. An intervention which recognizes the limits of its own influence as well as the influence
the context or larger system exerts on the 'sub'-system in which it functions can intervene strategically
and report realistically on its results.
Doug Reeler
“Built-in learning and the power to use it are integral to
sustainable development” is the phrase that interests
me the most because I wonder whether the
monitoring/evaluating/learning processes that we
support in development interventions are more
important than we imagine indeed that “Built-in

learning and the power to use it” can be what
matters most, where our real contribution lies.
Conversely when we encourage or attach inadequate
monitoring/evaluating/learning processes to our
interventions we may inadvertently be undermining
that which matters most, introducing alien learning

mechanisms that can so easily diminish local
ways of learning, tragically destroying the roots of
the sustainability we are trying to nurture in other
ways.

Harry Jones; guiding principles of OM
1. Actor-centred development and behaviour change:
2. Continuous learning and flexibility:
3. Participation and accountability:
4. Non-linearity and contribution, not attribution and
control
Luis Larrea
- … OM is not a tool for justify funding, but it is a tool that
improves boundary partner’s possibility to change their
attitudes and behaviour. I see OM as a tool which

motivates the actors of change … The boundary partners
make a progress and this progress become visible with OM.
- LFA is still the preferred tool for donors, its structure and
form of presentation makes it "easy" to see the results and
possible effects of a project or program. … but LFA produces a
relationship between the financier and the beneficiary which
is characterize by unequal power and dependence. The

beneficiaries show by LFA the result which is
important for the financier, but they lose the
opportunity to see and improve the change of
attitudes and behaviour which themselves make.

Terry Smutylo
So how do 'outsiders' make sure their contributions
respect and nurturing the already-present and
sometimes delicate local roots of sustainability? Not
easy to know or do. In our work we could seek to
always foster conditions where people make the
decisions about that which affects their own
communities and well-being. In OM workshops, I
have often seen trainer/facilitators encourage
workshop participants not to accept or apply any
M&E concept, tool or method which does not make
total sense to them and to the communities they
are working with. This seems like at least an effort
to address the conundrum you raise. What else

could we think of doing to strengthen and
build on "local ways of learning" as we try to
cross-pollinate M&E ideas around the world?

Ben Ramalingam
I really like Terry's challenge "what else can we try to do to build

on 'local ways of learning' as we try to cross-pollinate M&E
ideas around the world?"
It seems to me to be a kind of M&E version of Stiglitz's 'scan globally,
reinvent locally' mentality. From a complexity adaptive systems
perspective, I wonder if there are some 'minimum rules' for

effective M&E facilitation which can transcend and yet support
local ways of doing things?
Not best practices -we know only too well that particular trap - but
rather some good, continually tested, principles or rules of thumb that
can be used to foster, facilitate and broker local, emergent innovation in
different contexts?

has influenced the way they think about
and approach other groups in society. It’s
easy to get tech-focused and skip these
underlying principles of how we deal with
others and how we see change when
introducing the methodology.

Joseph Opio-Odongo
In facilitating social change it is
fundamental that the engaged

people are enabled to clarify
their vision(s) of the kind of
changes they desire and what
practices they would apply in
detecting whether or not that
change is occurring. That, perhaps,
may enable the strengthening and
building of "local ways of learning"
as we try to cross-pollinate M&E
ideas around the world.

Ellen Furnari
One of the things I find most difficult about the use of
the LFA by itself is that important impacts

sometimes appear to be failures or equally
problematic are simply invisible and
unreportable within the frame itself. They get added

Irene Guijt
… it is critical to disentangle the discussion on generic principles from operational principles from
operational tools. For me it works like a cascade. The generic principles (‘this is how we see the
world’) lead to operational principles (‘so this is what counts’) lead to operational (‘so this is how to
focus, intervene and learn’). The principles (of OM) are, … generic principles related to a

social relationship/complexity understanding of change. These are not unique to OM or
any other methodology. These generic principles and values (they’re a bit of a mix) are one’s
paradigm, if you wish. I see the world through the eyes of these principles as well yet only a small
part of my work draws on the OM methodology. … The OM-specific operational principles cross over
with generic principles and values in a grey so are actually quite hard to separate out. They are not
totally exclusive to OM but are the direct design principles, and include, I think, for example:
1)Because change is complex and a result of multiple actors acting simultaneosuly in a ‘system’, focus
your intended interventions (and learning about results) on those who you can influence directly.
2) As change is non-linear, change is best described in terms of a non-linear progression towards an
idealised behaviour.
3) As change is a result of people and their relationships, behavioural change is the focus for analysis
and ‘intervention’. etc…. ..
And then there are the nuts and bolts – the identification of BPs, the progress markers, etc... What is

interesting about options such as LFA is that their generic principles/values (eg ‘change
can be known ahead of time’, ‘indicators are good, sustainable measures for tracking
change’, etc..) and operational principles are not made explicit. They zoom in on the tools.
Hence the need to return to what underlying assumed values/principles these are based on to know
whether that is what is suited for you/a certain context.
Doug Reeler
…The assumption of linear change that LFA imposes on social change actors contributes to the
problem of measuring and proving impact because what we promise with LFAs is usually not

possible to achieve,. … Unless we find the courage and creativity … to reveal how misguided
LFA-managed “Development Projects” can be, this space will continue to close down and all
the valuable initiatives, experiences and learnings that we have gathered (despite LFAs) will be
continue to be lost. For me OM is a real alternative that can be a key part of our work to manage our
practice and relationships with real and honest learning approach to change.
Jacques Somda
What we need to effectively help practitioners with these M&E approaches and tools is not to decide
which of the existing approaches is better than other. An approach is not only better on itself

but on the way it can help achieve the objectives one is targeting. Unless, we have
comparative analysis on the OM and LFA practices, I find it very speculative the theoretical judgments
made here and there. Even though LFA have been advocated of imposed by donors, I am sure what
about the OM, the debate should be oriented on how best can the funds recipients use these
approaches. On the ground, this situation is not encouraging. And the question that always comes in
my mind is whether we really want to learn from project implementation? If we do, then a

in to evaluation reports as "stories", a sort of second
class status. … So in my work I try to combine LFA as
required by funders, with some parts of OM and some
aspects of most significant change....

proper application of either LFA or OM or the combination of both is needed. Finally, can we think

Stéphane Sauvé-Boulet
…there is a need to use the best of the LFA approach
and OM. … Above the achievement of
projects/programs expected results, a focus needs to
be put on the means to allow the emergence of a
learning culture within the implementing organizations.
To what extent, do the organisations have the
approach and tools to better identify and apply lessons

Ulla Baagoe
I would like to understand how this
LFA/OM Community (my title)
debate/consultation is linking in/in
consultation with the ODA
administrations (EC, WB, ADB etc and
the bilateral donors) on the
(emerging) LFA/OM
development/framework.

learned ? Organizations have the tendency to

over complicate the monitoring process and
leave behind the inner organizational learning
dynamic that contribute to the production of
the results. Stéphane shares a simplified model for
LFA (in French) that he found useful in facilitating
ownership of the programme’s vision.

about linking LFA to OM so that the M&E information generated from the OM will
complement those from LFA? Finally, I personally like working with both approaches and this
help me improve the learning process about development effectiveness.

The development process is at
risk of being overlooked, while a
balanced approach between
outcome management and
process would be desirable - and
how to keep an eye on efficiency,
effectiveness and costs of same.

Julius Nyangaga
an appropriate combination of approaches (OM, LFA

and others) that best serves objectives is ideal.
However, each stakeholder will have both explicit
and indistinct objectives, dearly held. We should not
lose sight of the value or strength each approach offers,
even if that includes keeping resource providers
adequately engaged though LFA-based reporting. The
grass-root originated vision and empowerment in OM is
invaluable if one if to engender community participation,
appreciation and ownership of program intentions. The

challenge then shifts to the M & E team in how to
develop a process, tools and products that will
best serve those diverse interests. The capacity
demands (+ coordination time) become the limiting factor.

Maurice Demont
…. tools that are simple and understandable allow for a clearer vision. This is especially useful because of the need to communicate with a strategic
level that is to far away from the operational reality, or to translate strategic elements in a more operational way.

